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revolution, such as it was, was a demonstration of the solidarity
of the West and its civilization, an affirmation of the unity of
Europe, and instead it had aiforded a reason for something which
is quite irrationally described as balkanization and was quite
rationally described as making permanent a long schism on the
ground that there was no reason to believe that it had been healed.
That was a verdict that no thinking German could accept. Behind
all the propaganda that has raged ever since Versailles there abides
the fact that the Peace Treaty committed a flagrant offence against
common sense by failing to recognize that the solidarity of the
west is the only guarantee of the preservation of the civilization
which in the true sense we call European, and by that failure
loading unnecessary dice in favour of its inveterate enemies by
throwing one essential part of it into their arms. To end a war
for the solidarity of humanity by making European solidarity next
to impossible was a greater moral offence than the precipitation
of the war, and the anger and shame of every German democrat
was justified to the hilt.
What was perhaps hardly less natural was that the wrath of the
nation turned in no small degree against the new order. It was
only now that men began to remember that Germany had sur-
rendered before she was defeated utterly. It was inevitable that it
should now be said that she had surrendered willingly to serve
great international political ends, to prevent unnecessary loss of
life and to enable co-operation to succeed to enmity. Yet after
such an unselfish surrender what worse terms could have been
presented to her if she had gone on fighting and suffered Allied
dictation in Berlin? It was the new order that had carried through
the surrender,, for it was easy to forget the role played by the
army command. What worse terms could have been submitted
to Wilhelm II? It was the new order which had bade the nation
put its trust in the Fourteen Points and the Allied professions of
devotion to democracy and the right of self-determination. What
worse terms could an old-fashioned autocratic imperialism have
dictated? It was the new order which had smashed the old
Germany in the name of European solidarity. What worse terms
could an anti-European conqueror have offered? And the new

